However, to model a specific system, we need to provide an interpretation, both for the MFG structural elements and the structure composed by these elements, up to an appropriate level to clearly model the features of the system.
From this viewpoint, a hierarchical approach is adopted in which the system model at macro level is broken-down to a detailed level. This approach provides a systematic design procedure in which an interpreted MFG model is synthesized. With the resultant model the structural information of the whole system and the detail of each component are explicitly described. Therefore this concept is effective for representing discrete event production systems and system control.
Firstly, we consider that discrete event production systems are represented by activity elements, distributing elements and the connections between these elements. After discussing the hierarchical structure of the activity elements, the production flow schema and an interpreted form of MFG are introduced as regulation and representation tools.
Thereafter, several control rules are derived based on the MFG modeling method and its properties, in which problems such as resource allocation and conflict arbitration are discussed.
Approach for Discrete Event
Production System
Activity elements and distributing elements
The behaviors of discrete event production systems (DEPS for short) are related to the activity phenomena flow and to their control. Table   1 Additional firing rules to be considered 
Control of interrelated activities
There are cases where the system operation involves the execution of several activities which are mutually interrelated.
Here, typical problems related with these cases are identified and the respective MFG models are explained. Fig. 4 in Fig. 14 (b) .
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, the discrete event production system is considered to consist of activity elements and distributing elements, and the system operation is a result of the items flow through these elements.
The production flow schema is proposed as a conceptual representation of the items flow through the modeling of the activity element, the distributing element and the interrelation of these elements. Furthermore, an interpreted form of MFG is introduced as a detailed representation method of the activity functions that also include the necessary control conditions to ensure that the total system is well-designed.
Through this study the authors consider that an effective representation method for discrete production systems is provided. The proposed topdown approach based on the hierarchical structure of the system can be adopted to obtain a systematic synthesis procedure. With this approach, the structure of the whole system as well as the contents of each activity is easily understood so that the planning for monitoring, modification, maintenance, etc. of the system can be done effectively.
